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Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Zig-Zag and HSDT
Models Based on the Generalized Unified Formulation
Luciano Demasi,∗
The Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation (GUF) for composites and sandwich structures is
a computational multi-theory architecture which can generate a large variety of types of
theories with any combination of the orders of expansion for the diﬀerent primary variables. All the theories are generated from the expansion of six theory-invariant 1 × 1 arrays
(kernels). For the ﬁrst time, an extension and further generalization of the GUF is proposed: each displacement unknown is independently described (in an axiomatic sense) with
respect the other primary variables. In particular, each displacement can present a Layer
Wise or an Equivalent Single Layer types of discretizations with or without the Zig-Zag
enhancement which takes into account the displacements’ thickness derivative interlaminar
discontinuity.
The Partially Zig-Zag Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PZZAHSDTs),
Partially Layer-Wise Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLHSDTs), Partially
Layer-Wise Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAHSDTs), Partially
Layer-Wise Advanced Zig-Zag and Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAZZHSDTs) are introduced and discussed for the ﬁrst time. These types of theories are compared
with the advanced Equivalent Single Layer, Zig-Zag, and Layer Wise approaches. In the
framework of displacement-based models, a Finite Element implementation of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation is presented for the ﬁrst time and numerical evaluations of
sandwich structures subjected to various boundary conditions are discussed. A challenging high Face-to-Core Stiﬀness Ratio (FCSR) is also adopted to asses the performances of
this large set of new approaches. It is demonstrated that the Partially-Layerwise Theories
provide a computationally eﬃcient alternative to standard Layer-Wise models.

I.

Introduction

OMPOSITES generally present signiﬁcant changes of material properties in the thickness direction.
C
Anisotropy and shear deformation eﬀects need to be taken into account. The Classical Plate Theory
(CPT) is an eﬀective model for metallic thin panels. However, for moderately thick structures it is inade1

quate. This led to the development of alternative approaches in which the CPT assumptions were relaxed. In
particular, the First Order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT)2–4 was introduced. The generic planar cross
section initially orthogonal to the mid-plane of the plate is assumed to be planar after the deformation takes
place. However, it is no longer perpendicular to the mid-surface of the plate. FSDT is a good compromise
but is not suﬃcient for more challenging cases with localized eﬀects. Therefore, it was proposed to remove
the assumption of planar cross section in the deformed state. In other words, an initially planar cross section
is allowed to deform in a generic shape. This is accomplished with an axiomatic description (usually for the
in-plane displacements only) which includes higher order terms in the thickness expansion. These types of
theories are called Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (HSDT).5–11 However, to correctly represent
the three-dimensional displacement and stress ﬁelds it is necessary to include the transverse strain eﬀects.
This can be accomplished by including higher order terms in the thickness expansion for the out-of-plane
displacement uz . This type of theories is often indicated as Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (AHSDT). However, due to both the interlaminar equilibrium of the transverse stresses and anisotropy
of the mechanical properties along the thickness, all the displacement and stress variables (with the only
exception of the transverse normal stress) present a discontinuity of the ﬁrst derivative with respect to the
thickness coordinate z. Especially for the displacement variables this Zig-Zag functional form is deﬁned
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as “Zig-Zag form of the displacements”.12–14 Many researchers proposed to include the Zig-Zag form of the
displacements a priori with the goal of having a computationally inexpensive but more eﬃcient formulation.
Following the historical reconstruction attempted in Reference [15] on this subject, the Zig-Zag theories can
be subdivided into 3 major groups:
• Lekhnitskii Multilayered Theory (LMT)
• Ambartsumian Multilayered Theory (AMT)
• Reissner Multilayered Theory (RMT)
In the Lekhnitskii Multilayered Theory16 (originally formulated for multilayered beams) the Zig-Zag
form of the displacements and continuity of the transverse stresses were enforced. LMT was extended to
the case of plates by Ren.17, 18
In the Ambartsumian Multilayered Theory19–22 an interlaminar continuous transverse shear stress ﬁeld is
a priori enforced. The displacement ﬁelds present a discontinuity of the ﬁrst derivatives in the thickness
direction. Later the eﬀects of transverse normal strain/stress were also included.23–27 Whitney28 applied
AMT to anisotropic and non-symmetrical plates. Later29 Rath and Das extended Whitney’s work to shells
and dynamic problems.
In the Reissner Multilayered Theory the transverse stresses are primary unknowns as well as the displacement
variables.30, 31 The variational statement is Reissner’s Mixed Variational Theorem. Murakami32 proposed to
take into account the Zig-Zag eﬀects by enhancing the corresponding displacement variable with a Zig-Zag
function denoted here as Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function (MZZF). Numerous applications33–40 of the concept
of enhancing the displacement ﬁeld with MZZF have been presented. This enhancement provides a signiﬁcant
improvement of the accuracy with little increment of the computational cost with respect to the inexpensive
(but less accurate) classical methods.
Recently researchers41–45 adopted Zig-Zag models to solve various problems involving bending analysis of
functionally graded sandwich structures, laminated beams, and buckling problems. The eﬀectiveness of
taking into account the displacements’ slope discontinuity at the interfaces with Zig-Zag models has been
proven.
For a detailed quasi-3D type of investigation a Layer Wise46–52 approach represents a valuable alternative
to the computationally demanding Finite Element approaches based on solid elements. The Layer Wise
and Equivalent Single Layer approaches can be uniﬁed with the adoption of the Compact Notations (CN).
Examples of Compact Notations are represented by Carrera’s Uniﬁed Formulation (CUF)53 and its generalization represented by the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation (GUF).36, 54–59 In the GUF each displacement
variable (or/and stress variable in the case of mixed formulations) are independently represented and any
combination of orders can be achieved. For example, an AHSDT with a fourth order thickness expansion for
the in-plane displacements and a parabolic expansion for the out-of-plane displacement can be represented
as well as a LW theory with cubic expansion of the in-plane displacement variables and parabolic expansion
for the transverse displacement uz .
Up to now the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation could handle any combination of orders for the displacement
unknowns. The type of description was the same for all the displacements. With this work GUF is further
generalized as follows:
• One or more primary variables is enhanced with Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function. The other variables
present a HSDT-type description.
• One or more primary variables is described in a Layerwise sense. The other variables present a HSDTtype description.
• Layerwise, HSDT-type description, and Zig-Zag enhancements are all present at the same time.
In all these cases any order of expansion is possible. For example, with this new generalization, the
Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation could include a theory which presents a cubic Equivalent Single Layer
expansion for the displacement ux , a parabolic layerwise description for the displacement uy and a linear
Zig-Zag enhanced Equivalent Single Layer description of the variable uz .
With the extension presented in this work GUF is more general and could have practical applications in
optimization and probabilistic studies or in the quasi-3D investigations and analysis of local eﬀects. This
means that the user has an extremely versatile multi-theory and multi-ﬁdelity architecture which can generate
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practically any axiomatic theory according to the desired level of accuracy and computational time required
by the problem under investigation.
This paper ﬁrst presents a classiﬁcation of the theories with the inclusion of new types of intermediate
approaches. Then the ﬁnite element GUF representation of these formulations are presented with particular
emphasis on the assembling in the thickness direction. Finally, several numerical examples with diﬀerent
boundary conditions are examined and compared with the literature and elasticity solutions. The test cases
are investigated with classical, high ﬁdelity and intermediate-ﬁdelity models and several indications and
guidelines on how to select the orders and type of discretizations are provided.

II.

Axiomatic Formulation for Composites and Sandwich Structures

An accurate three-dimensional evaluation of the displacement and stress ﬁelds (including the transverse
shear and normal stresses) of composites and sandwich structures is crucial for a reliable prediction of the
structural performance. Thus, researchers formulated a large amount of axiomatic theories: starting from
the main physical observations of the structural behavior, the equations are simpliﬁed. The simpliﬁcation,
if properly accomplished, allows one to capture the main aspects with an optimal use of the computational
resources.
A successful axiomatic model is the one that takes into account the major physical aspects and neglects what
is not determinant for a given problem (geometry, boundary conditions and loadings are assigned). For a
multilayered composite structure these aspects could be summarized as follows.

Figure 1. Interlaminar discontinuity of the in-plane shear strain and violation of the compatibility of the
displacement ﬁeld.

• All the displacements ux , uy , and uz must be continuous functions in the thickness direction (compatibility conditions).
• All the transverse stresses σzx , σzy , and σzz must be continuous functions in the thickness direction
(equilibrium conditions).
• All the in-plane stresses σxx , σxy , and σyy are in general discontinuous functions at the interface
between layers.
• All the in-plane strains must be continuous at the interface between layers. This can be shown to be
a consequence of the compatibility of the displacement ﬁelds.
• The transverse strains may be discontinuous functions at the interface between layers k and k + 1
without violating the compatibility of the displacements (see and compare Figures 1 and 2 which
present the in-plane and transverse shear strains).
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Figure 2. Interlaminar discontinuity of the transverse shear strain and satisﬁed compatibility of the displacement ﬁeld.

• All the displacements ux , uy , and uz present a Zig-Zag form (ﬁrst thickness derivative of the displacements is in general not a continuous function at the interfaces between 2 consecutive layers). The
Zig-Zag form of the in-plane displacements can be directly demonstrated from the equilibrium conditions of the transverse shear stresses. The Zig-Zag form of the transverse displacement uz can be
directly derived from the equilibrium condition of the transverse normal stress σzz .
• The transverse shear stresses σzx and σzy present a Zig-Zag form (ﬁrst thickness derivative of these
stresses is not a continuous function at the interfaces between adjacent layers). This can be shown
starting from the ﬁrst 2 equilibrium equations and Hooke’s equation written in its mixed form.
• The transverse normal stress σzz does not present any Zig-Zag pattern along the thickness even if the
materials and/or ﬁber orientations adopted for the diﬀerent layers are diﬀerent. This property can be
easily deduced from the third equilibrium equation and can be shown to be a direct consequence of the
equilibrium condition for the transverse shear stresses σzx and σzy .
• For “thin” plates (small thickness compared to the plate dimensions) the Zig-Zag form of the displacements is not very signiﬁcant.
It is clear that a theory which satisﬁes all the above discussed properties will probably present a very good
prediction of the displacement, stress, and strain ﬁelds. Another theory obtained from the previous one
with the removal of some of the above discussed features will not be able to predict the structural behavior
with the same degree of accuracy. However, it is probably computationally inexpensive and could be used
in situations when the discarded properties are less important. For example, if a plate is very thin it is
probably not necessary to have a theory able to predict the Zig-Zag form of the displacements since by direct
observation of the typical deformation of thin plates this behavior could be safely discarded. Moreover, from
direct observation it could be observed that the bending of the very thin plate is usually characterized by
a preservation of the right angle between the normal directions and the mid-plane of the plate even in the
deformed conﬁguration. This is the main observation that leads to the so called Classical Plate Theory.
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A.

Classical Plate Theory

The displacement ﬁeld is a priori prescribed as follows:

∂uz0 (x, y)


ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) − z


∂x


∂uz0 (x, y)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) − z


∂y




uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y)

(1)

It should be noted that the unknowns of the problem are the functions ux0 (x, y), uy0 (x, y), and uz0 (x, y):
with their knowledge the displacements at any point identiﬁed by the coordinates x, y, and z can be
calculated. It should also be observed that the number of unknowns does not change if the number of layers
is changed. For example, in a three-layered sandwich structure the number of unknowns is equal to three.
B.

First Order Shear Deformation Theory

When the plate is relatively thick the three-dimensional eﬀects are more important and the displacement ﬁeld
of equation 1 is inadequate. For example, the cross section may still be considered planar but is no longer
perpendicular to the mid-surface in the deformed state. In other words, the plate experiences transverse
shear strains: γzx ̸= 0, γzy ̸= 0. A possible model reﬂecting this fact could be given by the following
displacement ﬁeld:



 ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕux (x, y)

(2)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕuy (x, y)




uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y)
It should be noted that the unknowns of the problem are the ﬁve functions ux0 (x, y), uy0 (x, y), uz0 (x, y),
ϕux (x, y), and ϕuy (x, y): with their knowledge the displacements at any point identiﬁed by the coordinates
x, y, and z can be calculated.
C.

First Order Shear Deformation Theory with Transverse Strain Eﬀects Included: Advanced
First Order Shear Deformation Theory (AFSDT)

The transverse strain eﬀects could be retained with a modiﬁcation of equation 2 as follows:


ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕux (x, y)








uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕuy (x, y)

(3)

uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y) + zϕuz (x, y)

It is immediate to verify that the transverse normal strain ϵzz is no longer zero:
ϵzz =

∂uz
∂
=
[uz0 (x, y) + zϕuz (x, y)] = ϕuz
∂z
∂z

(4)

In equation 3 the number of unknowns is equal to six regardless of the number of layers. In particular, the
unknowns are the following: ux0 (x, y), uy0 (x, y), uz0 (x, y), ϕux (x, y), ϕuy (x, y), and ϕuz (x, y).
An Advanced First Order Shear Deformation Theory is a First Order Shear Deformation Theory in which
the transverse normal strain ϵzz is not zero.

D.

Higher-Order Shear Deformation Theories (HSDTs)

In more complex situations CPT and FSDT are no longer adequate and an initially normal straight line
does not remain a straight line after the deformation. This means that higher-order terms are needed in the
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expansion of displacements. A possible displacement ﬁeld is the following:


ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y)



uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕ1uy (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uy (x, y)




uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y)

(5)

The fact that the transverse shear shear strains are no longer zero or constant is reﬂected by the name of
the corresponding theory: equation 5 is called Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory. The word “higher”
is used to clearly indicate that the normal straight line is no longer straight after the deformation takes
place. This is the reason why higher order powers of z (thickness coordinate) in the axiomatic expansion
of the in-plane displacements ux and uy are adopted. In equation 5 the number of unknowns is equal to
seven. In particular, the unknowns are the following: ux0 (x, y), uy0 (x, y), uz0 (x, y), ϕ1ux (x, y), ϕ1uy (x, y),
ϕ2ux (x, y), and ϕ2uy (x, y). The following deﬁnition will be used:
A Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory presents non-zero and non-constant transverse shear strains in
the thickness direction. The transverse normal strain ϵzz is equal to zero everywhere.

E.

Advanced Higher-Order Shear Deformation Theories (AHSDTs)

It should be noted that other Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories could be formulated. For example
this is a possible option:

2
3

 ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z ϕ2ux (x, y) + z ϕ3ux (x, y)


(6)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕ1uy (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uy (x, y) + z 3 ϕ3uy (x, y)




uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y) + zϕ1uz (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uz (x, y)
In equation 6 the number of unknowns is equal to eleven. The following deﬁnition will be used:
An Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory presents non-zero and non-constant transverse shear
strains in the thickness direction. The transverse normal strain ϵzz is also diﬀerent than zero.

F.

Zig-Zag Theories (ZZTs)

It has been discussed that the diﬀerent mechanical properties of two adjacent layers implies the discontinuity
of the ﬁrst derivative of the displacements (zig-Zag form of the displacements). This concept is explained
in Figure 3 for a three-layered structure. All the axiomatic models presented in equations 1, 2, 3, 5, and
6 violate this physical property which is increasingly important if the thickness dimension of the plate is
increased. The explicit demonstration of this fact is now presented for the theory reported in equation 5.
Consider the axiomatic expansion adopted for the displacement ux :
ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y)

(7)

The derivative of the displacement ux evaluated at the top surface of layer k can be expressed from equation
7:
[
]
∂ux
∂ukx t
≡
= ϕ1ux (x, y) + 2ztopk ϕ2ux (x, y)
(8)
∂z z=ztop
∂z
k

From equation 7 the slope of the same displacement evaluated at the bottom surface of layer k + 1 can also
be obtained:
]
[
(k+1) b
∂ux
∂ux
≡
= ϕ1ux (x, y) + 2zbot(k+1) ϕ2ux (x, y)
(9)
∂z z=zbot
∂z
(k+1)

However, by deﬁnition of interface the z coordinate at the interface has a unique value: zbot(k+1) = ztopk .
This implies that equation 9 can be rewritten as
(k+1) b

∂ux
∂z

= ϕ1ux (x, y) + 2ztopk ϕ2ux (x, y)
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(10)

Figure 3. Example of thickness distribution for the displacements of a three-layered thick structure and zig-zag
form of the displacements (discontinuity of the derivative with respect to z).

which presents the same right hand side of equation 8. Thus, it is deduced that equation 7 which reports a
typical expansion for ux implies no discontinuity of the slope of displacement ux in the thickness direction
(no Zig-Zag form is then present and this contradicts a physical requirement; see also Figure 3). Similar
arguments could be adopted for the other theories previously discussed.
How is it possible to introduce in an axiomatic sense and a priori the discontinuity of the ﬁrst derivative
at the interface between layers? One eﬀective option is to increase the number of unknown functions used
to describe the displacements by adding some terms which enforce the discontinuity of the slope. This is
demonstrated here for the example reported in equation 7 which presents a parabolic expansion for ux .
It should be noted that in equation 7 the number of unknown functions is equal to three. They are the
following: ux0 (x, y), ϕ1ux (x, y), and ϕ2ux (x, y). Equation 7 is now modiﬁed by employing an additional
unknown function uxZ (x, y):
k

ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y) + (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y)

(11)

k

The coeﬃcient (−1) ζk which multiplies the new unknown function uxZ (x, y) enforces the a priori discontinuity of the ﬁrst derivative. To show that it is necessary to write its explicit form. First, it should be noted
that k is the identity of the layer under investigation. For example, in a three-layered structure the bottom
k
layer will have k = 1, the mid-layer will have k = 2, and the top layer will have k = 3. The term (−1) is
then equal to −1 and +1 (alternatively). ζk is a dimensionless thickness coordinate deﬁned at layer level.
It is related with the physical z coordinate (measured from the mid-plane of the plate) by the following
relation:
ztopk + zbotk
2
ζk =
z−
(12)
ztopk − zbotk
ztopk − zbotk
where zbotk indicates the thickness coordinate of the bottom surface of layer k and ztopk indicates the
thickness coordinate of the top surface of layer k. Note that −1 ≤ ζk ≤ +1. To show that equation 11
implies an a-priori enforced discontinuity of the ﬁrst derivative, it is useful to calculate the derivative at the
top surface of layer k and bottom surface of layer k + 1. It is possible to write:
(k+1) b
∂ux
(k+1) ∂ζ(k+1)
= ϕ1ux + 2zbot(k+1) ϕ2ux + (−1)
u xZ
∂z
∂z
∂ukx t
k ∂ζk
= ϕ1ux + 2ztopk ϕ2ux + (−1)
ux
∂z
∂z Z
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(13)

or (see equation 12 for the deﬁnition of ζk )
(k+1) b

∂ux
∂z

= ϕ1ux + 2zbot(k+1) ϕ2ux + (−1)

(k+1)

ztop(k+1)

2
ux
− zbot(k+1) Z

(14)

∂ukx t
2
k
= ϕ1ux + 2ztopk ϕ2ux + (−1)
ux
∂z
ztopk − zbotk Z
These relations can be further elaborated by introducing h(k+1) = ztop(k+1) − zbot(k+1) (thickness of layer
(k + 1)) and hk = ztopk − zbotk (thickness of layer k) and using the fact that zbot(k+1) = ztopk (this is true
by deﬁnition of interface):
(k+1) b

∂ux
∂z

2

(k+1)

= ϕ1ux + 2ztopk ϕ2ux + (−1)

h(k+1)

u xZ
(15)

∂ukx t
k 2
= ϕ1ux + 2ztopk ϕ2ux + (−1)
ux
∂z
hk Z
(k+1)

k

since the exponent k is an integer it is always (−1)
= − (−1) thus, it is possible to deduce from
equation 15:
[
]
(k+1) b
(k+1) b
∂ukx t
1
∂ukx t
∂ux
1
∂ux
k
=
− 2 (−1) uxZ
+
̸=
(16)
⇒
∂z
∂z
hk
h(k+1)
∂z
∂z
The following should be observed:
• The axiomatic description of ux reported in equation 7 does not present the discontinuity (at the
interface between two generic layers) of the ﬁrst derivative with respect to z.
k

• The inclusion of an additional DOF [and in particular the term (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y)] enforces a priory
the discontinuity of the ﬁrst thickness derivative (see equation 16). Thus, the model is more suitable
for the description of relatively thick plates in which the Zig-Zag form of the displacements is more
important.
• Similar formulation could be repeated for the other displacement variables uy and uz and enforce their
Zig-Zag form with the additional unknowns.
k

The additional term (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y) is called Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function (MZZF). As an example the
fully Zig-Zag counterpart of equation 5 is the following displacement ﬁeld:

k

ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y) + (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y)



k
(17)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕ1uy (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uy (x, y) + (−1) ζk uyZ (x, y)




k
uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y) + (−1) ζk uzZ (x, y)
In equation 17 the number of unknowns is now 7 + 3 = 10.
G.

Equivalent Single Layer (ESL) Theories

In the Classical Plate Theory, First Order Shear Deformation Theory, Higher Order Shear Deformation
Theories and Zig-Zag Theories a single displacement ﬁeld is axiomatically described in the thickness direction.
In particular, the description of the displacement variables in the thickness direction z is an axiomatic
expansion (in the previous examples the chosen function was a Taylor polynomial) of a selected degree
(constant, linear, parabolic, cubic etc.). It is important to realize that the Zig-Zag theories have a single
k
displacement ﬁeld in the thickness direction even if the coeﬃcient (−1) ζk of Murakami’s Zig Zag Function
changes when a diﬀerent layer is considered.
All theories in which a single displacement ﬁeld is axiomatically prescribed for the multilayered plate, are
called Equivalent Single Layer (ESL) Theories. The following deﬁnition is adopted:
A theory in which all its unknown functions do not depend on the considered layer is called Equivalent Single
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Layer Theory.
In other words, once the unknown functions are determined the displacements can be calculated in any
layer with the displacement ﬁeld of that particular theory. For example, the theory reported in equation
17 is an ESL theory because the unknown functions ux0 (x, y), uy0 (x, y), uz0 (x, y), ϕ1ux (x, y), ϕ1uy (x, y),
ϕ2ux (x, y), ϕ2uy (x, y), uxZ (x, y), uyZ (x, y), and uzZ (x, y) do not depend on the considered lamina: these
functions are the same for any layer of the multilayered composite structure.
It should be noted that the known functions of the thickness coordinate z used to expand the displacement
variables in an axiomatic sense do not necessarily have to be polynomials. This concept is reﬂected by
equation 18 which presents the most general writing for an ESL theory:

known unknown#4
known unknown#7
known unknown#1

z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| {




ux (x, y, z) = fux1 (z) ux1 (x, y) + fux2 (z) ux2 (x, y) + fux3 (z) ux3 (x, y) +...








known unknown#2
known unknown#5
known unknown#8
z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| {
(18)

u (x, y, z) = fuy1 (z) uy1 (x, y) + fuy2 (z) uy2 (x, y) + fuy3 (z) uy3 (x, y) +...

 y






known unknown#3
known unknown#6
known unknown#9


z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| {


uz (x, y, z) = fuz1 (z) uz1 (x, y) + fuz2 (z) uz2 (x, y) + fuz3 (z) uz3 (x, y) +...
Indeed, equation 18 can be used to obtain the ESL theories discussed so far.
H.

Zig-Zag Theories (ZZTs): Deﬁnitions Using the Concept of ESL Theories

The Zig-Zag theories are a special case of Equivalent Single Layer Theories. In particular the following
deﬁnition is used:
A Zig-Zag Theory (ZZT) is obtained from an Equivalent Single Layer Theory (called baseline theory) by
enhancing all displacements ux , uy , and uz with Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function. The baseline theory presents
a zero transverse normal strain ϵzz . ZZT is also an Equivalent Single Layer Theory.

I.

Advanced Zig-Zag Theories (AZZTs)

The following deﬁnition is used:
An Advanced Zig-Zag Theory (AZZT) is obtained from an Equivalent Single Layer Theory (called baseline
theory) by enhancing all displacements ux , uy , and uz with Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function. The baseline
theory presents a non-zero transverse normal strain ϵzz . AZZT is also an Equivalent Single Layer Theory.

J.

Layer-Wise (LW) Theories

For a quasi-three-dimensional accuracy of the solution the ESL theories are often not suﬃciently accurate.
This is especially true if the stresses need to be computed and the plate has general geometry, boundary
conditions, and loads (maybe localized in a small portion of the panel). For that reason, an axiomatic
displacement ﬁeld can be prescribed for each layer (not for the entire plate at multilayered level as done in
ESL case). This is the case of the so-called Layer-Wise (LW) theories. The following deﬁnition is introduced:
A theory in which all its unknown functions do depend on the considered layer is called Layer-Wise theory.
Since all the unknown displacement functions are layer-dependent, a superscript k will be used to identify
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the displacement ﬁeld axiomatically described at layer level:

known unknown#1
known unknown#4
known unknown#7

z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| {




ukx (x, y, z) = fukx1 (z) ukx1 (x, y) + fukx2 (z) ukx2 (x, y) + fukx3 (z) ukx3 (x, y) +...









known unknown#2
known unknown#5
known unknown#8
z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| {

uky (x, y, z) = fuky1 (z) uky1 (x, y) + fuky2 (z) uky2 (x, y) + fuky3 (z) uky3 (x, y) +...








known unknown#3
known unknown#6
known unknown#9


z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| { z }| {


 k
uz (x, y, z) = fukz1 (z) ukz1 (x, y) + fukz2 (z) ukz2 (x, y) + fukz3 (z) ukz3 (x, y) +...

(19)

As an example, a Layer-Wise theory could be created by adopting, for each layer k, a Classical Plate Theory.
In other words, the displacement ﬁeld for each layer could be prescribed as if the layer was a single plate
analyzed with the Classical Plate Theory. A theory built by using this technique would be the following:
) ∂uk (x,y)
(

ztopk +zbotk
z0
k
k

u
(x,
y,
z)
=
u
(x,
y)
−
z
−

x
x
2
∂x
0




(
) ∂uk (x,y)
z
+z
z0
zbotk ≤ z ≤ ztopk
(20)
uky (x, y, z) = uky0 (x, y) − z − topk 2 botk
∂y





 k
uz (x, y, z) = ukz0 (x, y)
(
)
z
+z
It should be observed that the term z − topk 2 botk is a consequence of the fact that if the Classical Plate
Theory is used for each layer then the thickness coordinate must be referred to the mid-plane of that layer.
Note that equation 20 could be obtained as a particular case of the generic writing reported in equation 19.
A diﬀerent type of LW theory could be obtained for example by selecting a First Order Shear Deformation
description of the displacement ﬁeld at layer level. Other possibilities will be explored later. It should be
noted that in a LW theory the number of unknowns depend on the number of layers. This is the main
diﬀerence between ESL and LW theories: in the ESL models the number of unknowns is the same regardless
of the number of layers and this is no longer true for the the LW theories.

K.

Partially Zig-Zag Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PZZHSDTs)

A typical Zig-Zag displacement ﬁeld for a three-layered structure is reported in Figure 3. It is clear that the
discontinuity of the ﬁrst derivative is more pronounced for the in-plane displacements ux and uy . Thus, the
best compromise between the computational cost (more unknowns increase the computational cost) and the
accuracy would be to add the MZZFs only for the in-plane displacements. For the baseline theory reported
in equation 5, the best compromise would be

k

ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y) + (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y)



k
(21)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕ1uy (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uy (x, y) + (−1) ζk uyZ (x, y)




uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y)
instead of equation 17. Equation 21 is an example of Partially Zig-Zag Higher Order Shear Deformation
Theory (PZZHSDT). In equation 21 the order of expansion for the in-plane displacements is equal to two
plus MZZFs. For more complex cases the order used for the expansion can be increased. Another example
of PZZHSDT is given by the following displacement ﬁeld:

k
2

 ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z ϕ2ux (x, y) + (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y)


(22)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕ1uy (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uy (x, y)




k
uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y) + (−1) ζk uzZ (x, y)
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The following deﬁnition is used:
A partially Zig-Zag Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory (PZZHSDT) is obtained from an Equivalent
Single Layer Theory (called baseline theory) by enhancing some (but not all) displacements with Murakami’s
Zig-Zag Function. The baseline theory presents a zero transverse normal strain ϵzz . PZZHSDT is also an
Equivalent Single Layer Theory.

L.

Partially Zig-Zag Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PZZAHSDTs)

In the case of Partially Zig-Zag Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PZZAHSDTs) the baseline theory presents a non-zero transverse normal strain. In particular, the following deﬁnition is adopted:
A partially Zig-Zag Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory (PZZAHSDT) is obtained from an
Equivalent Single Layer Theory (called baseline theory) by enhancing some (but not all) displacements with
Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function. The baseline theory presents a non-zero transverse normal strain ϵzz . PZZAHSDT is also an Equivalent Single Layer Theory.
An example of PZZAHSDT is the following:

k

ux (x, y, z) = ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y) + (−1) ζk uxZ (x, y)



(23)
uy (x, y, z) = uy0 (x, y) + zϕ1uy (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2uy (x, y)




k
uz (x, y, z) = uz0 (x, y) + zϕ1uz (x, y) + (−1) ζk uzZ (x, y)
M.

Partially Layer-Wise Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLHSDTs)

If the three-dimensional eﬀects are considered important, some variables may be described in a Layer-Wise
sense (i.e., the unknown functions used in the expansion of the displacement variable depend on the layer
k). An example of PLHSDT is the following:

)
(
)
(
ztopk +zbotk 2 k
ztopk +zbotk
k
k
k

ϕ
+
z
−
ϕ2ux
u
=
u
+
z
−

x
x0
1ux

2
2



(
(
)
)2


z
+z
botk

 uky = uky0 + z − ztopk +z
ϕk1uy + z − topk 2 botk ϕk2uy
2




uz = uz0






where zbotk ≤ z ≤ ztopk

(24)

In equation 24, the in-plane displacements ux and uy are expanded by using a Layer-Wise formulation. In
particular, a second order shear deformation theory is used for each layer k. The out-of-plane displacement
uz presents an Equivalent Single Layer description. In the case of equation 24 the displacement in the
thickness direction is constant.
The following deﬁnition is adopted:
Partially Layer-Wise Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory (PLHSDT) presents some quantities described
in a Layer-Wise sense and other quantities described in an ESL sense. PLHSDT presents a zero transverse
normal strain ϵzz and non-zero transverse shear strains. PLHSDT is neither an ESL theory nor a LW theory
since both types of representations are present.

N.

Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAHSDTs)

The Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAHSDTs) are very similar
to the PLHSDTs. However, the transverse shear strain eﬀects are now retained. A possible example of
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PLAHSDT is the following:

(
)
(
)2
z
+z
z
+z

ukx = ukx0 + z − topk 2 botk ϕk1ux + z − topk 2 botk ϕk2ux





(
)
(
)


 uk = uk + z − ztopk +zbotk ϕk + z − ztopk +zbotk 2 ϕk

y
y0
1
2u y
2
2
uy




uz = uz0 + zϕ1uz + z 2 ϕ2uz






where zbotk ≤ z ≤ ztopk

(25)

where the in-plane displacement variables are expanded with a parabolic Layer-Wise Taylor polynomial,
whereas the transverse displacement presents a parabolic Equivalent Single Layer description. Another
example of PLAHSDT would be the following:


ux = ux0 + zϕ1ux



)
(


z
+z


uky = uky0 + z − topk 2 botk ϕk1uy


(26)
(
)
(
)

ztopk +zbotk
ztopk +zbotk 2 k

k
k
k

u
=
u
+
z
−
ϕ
+
z
−
ϕ

z
z0
1u z
2uz
2
2






where zbotk ≤ z ≤ ztopk
In the theory presented in equation 26, the in-plane displacement ux is axiomatically expanded with a linear
Equivalent Single Layer description; the in-plane displacement uy presents a linear Layer-Wise description
and the transverse displacement uz is described with a parabolic Layer-Wise expansion. The following deﬁnition is adopted:
Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory (PLAHSDT) presents some quantities described in a Layer-Wise sense and other quantities described in an ESL sense. PLAHSDT presents a
non-zero transverse normal strain ϵzz and non-zero transverse shear strains. PLAHSDT is neither an ESL
theory nor a LW theory since both types of representations are present.

O.

Partially Layer-Wise Zig-Zag and Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories
(PLZZHSDTs)

In a displacement-based theory the displacements ux , uy , and uz are the variables which need to be axiomatically described. It has been shown that the accuracy is higher for Layer-wise theories followed by
the Zig-Zag theories and Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories. The Partially Layer-Wise Zig-Zag and
Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLZZHSDTs) have the following properties:
• One displacement variable presents a LW description.
• One displacement variable presents an ESL description and is enhanced with Murakami’s Zig-Zag
Function.
• One displacement variable presents an ESL description but is not enhanced with Murakami’s Zig-Zag
Function.
• The transverse shear strains are not zero
• The transverse normal strain ϵzz is equal to zero
A possible PLZZHSDT is the following:

)
(
(
ztopk +zbotk

k
k
k

ϕ
+
z−
u
=
u
+
z
−

x
x
1
2
0
ux



k
uy = uy0 + zϕ1uy + z 2 ϕ2uy + (−1) ζk uyZ






uz = uz0

ztopk +zbotk
2
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)2

ϕk2ux
(27)

In the example reported in equation 27 the displacement ux presents a parabolic LW description, the displacement uy presents a parabolic ESL description with Zig-Zag enhancement by the means of Murakami’s
Zig-Zag Function and the displacement uz presents an ESL expansion and is constant.
P.

Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Zig-Zag and Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories
(PLAZZHSDTs)

Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Zig-Zag and Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAZZHSDTs) are
very similar to the (PLZZHSDTs) previously discussed. The diﬀerence is in the transverse normal strain ϵzz
which is not zero. An example of PLAZZHSDT is the following:

)
(
)
(
ztopk +zbotk
ztopk +zbotk 2 k

k
k
k

ϕ
+
z
−
ϕ2ux
u
=
u
+
z
−

x
x
1
2
2
0
ux


(28)
uy = uy0 + zϕ1uy + z 2 ϕ2uy





k
uz = uz0 + zϕ1uz + z 2 ϕ2uz + (−1) ζk uzZ
In the example reported in equation 28 the displacement ux presents a parabolic LW description, the displacement uy presents a parabolic ESL description and the displacement uz presents a parabolic ESL expansion
with Zig-Zag enhancement by the means of Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function. In general, a PLAZZHSDT has
the following properties:
• One displacement variable presents a LW description.
• One displacement variable presents an ESL description and is enhanced with Murakami’s Zig-Zag
Function.
• One displacement variable presents an ESL description and is not enhanced with Murakami’s Zig-Zag
Function.
• The transverse shear strains are not zero.
• The transverse normal strain ϵzz is a non-zero quantity.
Q.

An Improved Layer-Wise Axiomatic Expansion Based on Combination of Legendre’s Polynomials

The axiomatic expansion adopted for a generic displacement variable does not necessarily have to be a
Taylor polynomial function of the thickness coordinate z. It can be a set of trigonometric (or other types
of) functions. Suppose that the variable ux presents a Layer-Wise description in the thickness direction.
Consider for example the parabolic expansion presented in equation 28:
(
)
(
)
ztopk + zbotk
ztopk + zbotk 2 k
k
k
k
u x = u x0 + z −
ϕ1ux + z −
ϕ2ux
(29)
2
2
It is relevant to note that the quantity ukx0 represents the actual displacement on the mid-surface of layer
k. From equation 29 the displacement at the top and bottom layer’s surfaces (they are indicated as ukx t and
ukx b respectively) can be calculated:
)
(
)
(
(
)
ztopk − zbotk 2 k
ztopk − zbotk
k
k
kt
k
ux z = ztopk = ux = ux0 +
ϕ1ux +
ϕ2ux
2
2
)
(
)
(
(30)
zbotk − ztopk 2 k
zbotk − ztopk
k
b
kb
k
ϕ1u x +
ϕ2ux
ux (z = zbotk ) = ux = ux0 +
2
2
From equation 30 it can be observed that:
• The layer’s top surface displacement depends on the combination of more than one degrees of freedom.
In the particular example of equation 30 ukx t (which is the top surface displacement in the x direction)
depends on the following degrees of freedom: ukx0 , ϕk1ux , and ϕk2ux .
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• Similarly, the layer’s bottom surface displacement depends on the combination of more than one degrees
of freedom.
This is consistent with the displacement ﬁeld reported in equation 29. However, the axiomatic parabolic
expansion of equation 29 is not a convenient representation. This can be understood by considering that
the compatibility of the displacement ux needs to be imposed between two adjacent layers (identiﬁed by the
(k+1) b
identities k and k + 1 respectively). This implies ukx t = ux
or, using the displacement ﬁeld reported in
equation 29:
(
)
)
(
ztopk − zbotk 2 k
ztopk − zbotk
k
k
ϕ1ux +
ϕ2ux =
ux0 +
2
2
(
)
(
)
(31)
zbot(k+1) − ztop(k+1)
zbot(k+1) − ztop(k+1) 2 (k+1)
(k+1)
(k+1)
+
ϕ2ux
ux0
ϕ1ux +
2
2
Which is quite complex. In particular, it is deduced the following general statement (valid not only for the
parabolic expansion reported in equation 29):
A Taylor polynomial thickness expansion for a displacement variable described in a Layer-Wise sense is not
convenient since many degrees of freedom are involved in the writing of the interlaminar compatibility condition.
Ideally the interlaminar compatibilityshould involve only two degrees of freedom which should take the meaning of physical displacements evaluated exactly at the interface between the two layers k and k + 1. This can
be achieved if a diﬀerent axiomatic (but still parabolic) model is adopted (compare equations 32 and 29):
ukx =

)
(
P0k + P1k k
P k − P1k k
uxt + P2k − P0k ukx2 + 0
u xb
2
2

(32)

where the quantities P0k , P1k , and P2k are deﬁned as follows:
P0k = 1
P1k = ζk

(33)
2

3 (ζk ) − 1
P2k =
2
The degrees of freedom which appear in equation 32 are ukxt , ukx2 , and ukxb . Please note that they are not
coincident to the ones reported in the original parabolic representation based on Taylor polynomials (see
equation 29). None of them represents the displacement in the mid-surface of layer k. To see what the degrees
of freedom represent, let one evaluate the terms of equation 33 at the thickness coordinate z corresponding
to the top surface of layer k: z = ztopk . It is possible to write:
(
)
ζk z = ztopk =
(
k

)

ztopk

ztopk + zbotk
2
ztopk −
=1
− zbotk
ztopk − zbotk

P0 z = ztopk = 1
(
)
(
)
P1k z = ztopk = ζk z = ztopk = 1
[ (
)]2
(
) 3 ζk z = ztopk
−1
=1
P2k z = ztopk =
2

(34)

The displacement evaluated at the top surface of layer k (indicated as ukx t ) is obtained by combining equations
34 and 32:
(
)
1−1 k
1+1 k
ukx z = ztopk = ukx t =
uxt + (1 − 1) ukx2 +
uxb = ukxt
(35)
2
2
Thus, it is deduced that
The degree of freedom ukxt takes the meaning of displacement in the x direction calculated at the top surface
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of layer k.
Using a similar procedure, it can be shown that
The degree of freedom ukxb takes the meaning of displacement in the x direction calculated at the bottom
surface of layer k.
It is then clear that the axiomatic expansion used in equation 32 should be preferred to the alternative
representation reported in equation 29. In fact, instead of the complicate relation equation 31, which is valid
for the Taylor expansion reported in equation 29, now the interlaminar compatibility would just be written
as
(
)
(
)
ukx z = ztopk = u(k+1)
z = zbot(k+1) ⇒ ukxt = u(k+1)
(36)
x
xb
which is extremely simple. This is particularly advantageous in the assembling of the matrices in the thickness direction, as will be discussed when the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation is introduced. Is it possible to
generalize the strategy developed for the parabolic case (see equation 29 for the Taylor representation and its
improvement as seen in equation 32 which led to particularly simple expression for the interlaminar compatibility condition) and analyze situations in which the orders of expansions are diﬀerent than the parabolic?
The answer is yes. Suppose for example, that the desired order for the expansion of the displacement ux
is Nukx = Nux . The superscript in Nux is removed because it is assumed that the order of expansion is the
same in each layer. In the case of equation 32 it was Nux = 2. The counterpart of equation 32 is now the
following:
(
)
(
)
P k + P1k k
ukx = 0
uxt + P2k − P0k ukx2 + P3k − P1k ukx3 + ...
2
(37)
)
(
P0k − P1k k
k
k
k
+ PNux − PNux −2 uxNu +
u xb
x
2
where the terms Plk are Legendre’s polynomials of order l evaluated in ζk . For example, P3k is the cubic
Legendre’s polynomial. As shown for the parabolic case, in equation 37 ukxt represents the layer’s top surface
displacement and ukxb represents the layer’s bottom surface displacement. This is the case because the
following statements are always true:

( k
)
P0k +P1k
P0k −P1k
k
 +1,
= 1,
Pl − Pl−2
= 0,
=0
2
2
ζk =
(38)
k
k
k
k
(
)

P0 +P1
P0 −P1
k
k
−1,
=
0,
P
−
P
=
0,
=
1
l
l−2
2
2
Equation 37 is conveniently written in a more compact form as follows:
ukx = xFtk ukxt + xF2k ukx2 + xF3k ukx3 + ... + xFNk ux ukxNu + xFbk ukxb

(39)

x

where (see equation 37)
P0k +P1k
2

x k
Ft

=

x k
F2

= P2k − P0k

x k
F3

= P3k − P1k

...
x k
Fl

k
= Plk − Pl−2

(40)

...
x k
FNux

= PNk ux − PNk ux −2

x k
Fb

P0k −P1k
2

=

Legendre’s polynomials could also be used for the Equivalent Single Layer case with no signiﬁcant complication of the formulation. However, to keep the consistency with a large amount of literature devoted to
HSDTs, Taylor polynomials will be adopted for the ESL case and Legendre’s polynomials will be employed
for the Layer-Wise case. Even if Legendre’s polynomials are used instead of Taylor’s ones, the terminology
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previously introduced (e.g., PLAHSDTs etc.) is maintained. It should be noted that the Layer-Wise representation based on Legendre’s polynomials assumes that at least the terms ukxt and ukxb are present. This
corresponds to the linear case. In other words, this very eﬀective axiomatic representation is valid if a linear
or higher order expansion is adopted. Another important fact is that with this representation based on Legendre’ polynomials the number of degrees of freedom per layer is equal to order of polynomial incremented
by one. For example, keeping the example of the displacement ux represented with a Layer-Wise expansion,
in the linear case (Nux = 1) the number of degrees of freedom is two and the generalized coordinates are
represented by ukxt and ukxb . In the parabolic case (Nux = 2) the number of degrees of freedom and the
generalized coordinates are represented by ukxt , ukx2 , and ukxb . In general, for a Legendre’s polynomial type
of Layer-Wise expansion it is N F OFukx = Nux + 1. It is obvious that the same arguments could be easily
adopted if other displacements (e.g., uy ) are described in a Layer-Wise sense.

III.

Designation of the Axiomatic Models

The Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation is extended for the ﬁrst time in this work to cover the types of
theories previously discussed. The theories are diﬀerentiated from each other by the following descriptors:
• Variational statement: the governing equations could be variationally derived from a displacementbased statement such as the Principle of Virtual Displacements (PVD) or from a mixed statement
such as Reissner Mixed Variational Theorem (RMVT). In this work the focus is only on PVD-based
theories: only the displacements are axiomatically described.
• Order of expansion: the diﬀerent displacement variables can have a freely and independent order of
expansion in the thickness direction.
• Type of axiomatic model : the diﬀerent displacement variables can have an ESL description (enhanced
or not with the Zig-Zag function) or a Layer Wise representation.
These descriptors are shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that the class of acronyms deﬁned in Figure 4 is
more general than previous designations adopted in past work.59 For example it is ZZZ P VD213 ≡ EDZ213 ,
ZEZ P VD 213 ̸= EDZ213 , and EEE P VD 213 ≡ ED213 . Figure 5 shows some theories and relative notation in
the GUF framework.

IV.
A.

Finite Element Discretization in the Framework of the Generalized
Unified Formulation

Axiomatic Expressions within GUF Formalism

To explain how the Finite Element implementation should be carried out in the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation framework, consider for example the displacement variable ux . Assume that it is represented with a
cubic Equivalent Single Layer discretization. It should be noted that for example the theories EEE P VD333 ,
ELZ P VD 324 , EZZ P VD 332 , and ELL P VD 312 have this property and they would have identical treatment as
far as the displacement ux is concerned. The diﬀerences among the above mentioned theories would be only
in the assembling of the matrices in the thickness direction. Within GUF formalism the displacement ux
(which is a function of the thickness coordinate z and the in-plane coordinates x, y) is written as follows:
∑
x
Fαux uxαux = xFt uxt + xF2 ux2 + xF3 ux3 + xFb uxb
ux = xFαux uxαux ≡
αux =t,l,b
(41)
= ux0 (x, y) + zϕ1ux (x, y) + z 2 ϕ2ux (x, y) + z 3 ϕ3ux (x, y)
The unknown functions ux0 (x, y), ϕ1ux (x, y), ϕ2ux (x, y), and ϕ3ux (x, y) in equation 41 need to be discretized according to the Finite Element Method. Consider, for example, the function ϕ2ux (x, y) and its FE
representation. Suppose that a 4-node quadrilateral element (Q4) is considered. In that case we have:
ϕ2ux (x, y)

=

x

x

+

x

x

N1 (x, y) Φ2ux 1 +
N3 (x, y) Φ2ux 3 +

N2 (x, y) Φ2ux 2
N4 (x, y) Φ2ux 4
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(42)

Figure 4. Axiomatic models obtained from the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation (GUF): deﬁnition of the
acronyms and descriptors.

Where xN1 (x, y), xN2 (x, y), xN3 (x, y), and xN4 (x, y) represent the known shape functions used to reconstruct the function ϕ2ux (x, y) at element level. Note that the superscript x is used in the symbolic
representation of the shape functions to emphasize that one term, ϕ2ux (x, y), of the expansion of the displacement in the x direction, ux , is considered. The terms Φ2ux 1 , Φ2ux 2 , Φ2ux 3 , and Φ2ux 4 in equation 42
represent the nodal values of the unknown function ϕ2ux (x, y). Equation 42 can be written in a compact
form using the indicial notation:
∑
x
ϕ2ux (x, y) =
Ni (x, y) Φ2ux i
(43)
i=1,2,3,4

Equation 43 can be put in a form independent of the type of ﬁnite element and number of nodes Nn (which
can be a general number) as follows:
∑
x
ϕ2ux (x, y) =
Ni (x, y) Φ2ux i
(44)
i=1,...,Nn

Using the summation convention (Einstein’s notation) equation 44 can be written as
ϕ2ux (x, y) = xNi (x, y) Φ2ux i

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

(45)

The methodology that led to the writing of equation 45 for the Finite Element representation of ϕ2ux (x, y)
can be used for the remaining variables ux0 (x, y), ϕ1ux (x, y), and ϕ3ux (x, y) used in the expansion of the
displacement ux (see equation 41) and expressions similar to equation 45 are obtained:
ux0 (x, y)

= xNi (x, y) Ux0 i

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

ϕ1ux (x, y) = xNi (x, y) Φ1ux i

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

ϕ3ux (x, y) = xNi (x, y) Φ3ux i

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn
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(46)

Figure 5. Examples of possible theories and GUF representation.

where Ux0 i , Φ1ux i , and Φ3ux i are the nodal values. Now equations 46 and 45 are written with the GUF
notation reported in Equation 41. For that purpose the nodal values need to be renamed as follows:
ux0

= xNi Ux0 i

⇐⇒ uxt = xNi x U ti

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

ϕ1ux

= xNi Φ1ux i

⇐⇒ ux2 = xNi x U 2i

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

ϕ2ux

= xNi Φ2ux i

⇐⇒ ux3 = xNi x U 3i

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

ϕ3ux

= xNi Φ3ux i

⇐⇒ uxb = xNi x U bi

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

(47)

where the nodal values have been renamed, according to GUF, as
Ux0 i

→

x

U ti

Φ 1u x i

→

x

U 2i

Φ 2u x i

→

x

U 3i

Φ 3u x i

→

x

U bi
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(48)

The displacement ux within the generic Finite Element is then written as follows (see equations 41 and 47):
ux = ux0 + zϕ1ux + z 2 ϕ2ux + z 3 ϕ3ux
= xFt uxt + xF2 ux2 + xF3 ux3 + xFb uxb
= xFt xNi x U ti + xF2 xNi x U 2i + xF3 xNi x U 3i + xFb xNi x U bi
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(49)

x

= Ni ( Ft U ti + F2 U 2i + F3 U 3i + Fb U bi )
= xNi xFαux x Uαux i = xFαux xNi x Uαux i
where the indices of the summations of equation 49 vary according to the formula
αux = t, l, b;

l = 2, ..., Nux

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

(50)

In the case of cubic expansion for the displacement ux and Q4 FE, it is Nux = 3 and Nn = 4. However,
it is important to notice that equation 49 is formally invariant with respect to both the order of expansion
(Nux can assume any integer value) and the type of element (Nn is another free parameter which changes
if another type of ﬁnite element is used). The logic used in the derivation of 49 can be applied for all the
displacements. Therefore, the Finite Element representation of the displacements for a generic RMVT-based
Higher Order Shear Deformation Theory in the framework of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation is
ux = xFαux xNi x Uαux i

αux = t, l, b;

l = 2, ..., Nux ;

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

uy = Fαuy Ni Uαuy i

αuy = t, m, b;

m = 2, ..., Nuy ;

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

uz = xFαuz zNi z Uαuz i

αuz = t, n, b;

n = 2, ..., Nuz ;

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

x

y

y

(51)

If a variable has a layerwise description it is suﬃcient to add the superscript k in the deﬁnitions reported in
equation 51. Actually, in the GUF formalism the superscript k is always added so that the layer stiﬀness
matrix generation is formally invariant with respect to the type of representation (i.e., ESL with ot without
Zig-Zag term or Layerwise) so that the ﬁnal form which can include all types of axiomatic theories previously
listed is the following:
ukx = xFαux xNi x Uαkux i

αux = t, l, b;

l = 2, ..., Nux ;

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

uky = yFαuy yNi y Uαkuy i

αuy = t, m, b;

m = 2, ..., Nuy ;

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

ukz = zFαuz zNi z Uαkuz i

αuz = t, n, b;

n = 2, ..., Nuz ;

i = 1, 2, ..., Nn

(52)

The orders of expansions for the a generic variable is assumed to be the same for all layers when a Layer
Wise approach is adopted. Moreover, the same type of functions are used in the thickness expansions and
this means that no superscript k is necessary for example for the term xFαux .
Equation 52 is then used to express the strains and their virtual variations in order to apply the Principle
of Virtual Displacements. For example, the strain εkyy can be written, using the invariant property of GUF
with respect to the order of expansion:
εkyy =

)
∂uky
∂ (y
∂ yNi y k
=
Uαuy i = yFαuy yNi,y y Uαkuy i
Fαuy yNi y Uαkuy i = yFαuy
∂y
∂y
∂y

(53)

where it has been used the fact that the functions yFαuy depend only on the thickness coordinate z and the
only in-plane variability is due to the shape functions yNi . yNi,y indicates the derivative with respect to y
of the generic shape function yNi .
The virtual strains (used later in the writing of the Principle of Virtual Work) can be immediately obtained
from equation 53 by direct application of the variational operator δ:
δεkyy = yFαuy yNi,y δ y Uαkuy i
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(54)

k
For completeness the transverse shear strain δγzx
is also presented:
k
γzx
=

)
)
∂ukz
∂ukx
∂ (z
∂ (x
+
=
Fαuz zNi z Uαkuz i +
Fαux xNi x Uαkux i
∂x
∂z
∂x
∂z

(55)

= zFαuz zNi,x z Uαkuz i + xFαuz ,z xNi x Uαkux i
B.

Governing Equations within GUF Formalism

The internal virtual work at layer level is indicated with δWIk . Its expression involves the virtual variations
of the strains and the stresses.
∫
( k k
)
k
k
k
k
k k
k k
k
δWI =
δϵxx σxx + δϵkyy σyy
+ δγxy
σxy
+ δγzx
σzx + δγzy
σzy + δϵkzz σzz
dV k
(56)
Vk

where V k indicates the volume of layer k.
One of the key features of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation is the writing of all the equations in a compact
form. Using the geometric relations to express the strains as function of the displacements’ derivatives (see
for example the derivation presented in equation 53) and adopting Hooke’s law to express the stresses as
a function of the strains (so that the remaining unknowns are just the displacements) the internal virtual
work at layer level can be demonstrated to be
k αu βuy ij y

kα

βux ij x

kα

βuz ij z

Uβkuz j + δ y Uαkuy i Kuy uxy

k αu βuy ij z

Uβkuy j + δ y Uαkuy i Kuy uzy

kα

βux ij x

Uβkux j + δ z Uαkuz i Kuz uyz

kα

βuz ij y

δWIk = δ x Uαkux i Kux uuxx
+ δ x Uαkux i Kux uuzx
+ δ y Uαkuy i Kuy uyy
+ δ z Uαkuz i Kuz uuxz
+ δ z Uαkuz i Kuz uuzz

Uβkux j + δ x Uαkux i Kux uyy

k αu βux ij x

Uβkuy j +

Uβkux j +

k αu βuz ij z

Uβkuz j +

k αu βuy ij x

Uβkuy j +

(57)

Uβkuz j

k αu βu ij

where for example the term Kux uyy y is the kernel of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation and is used
to generate a portion of the structural stiﬀness matrix. This is accomplished by expanding the indices as
explained in Figure 6. Equating the internal virtual work and the external virtual work leads to the following

k αu βuy ij

Figure 6. Deﬁnition of one of the invariant kernel: case of Kux uyx
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set of equations:
kα

βux ij x

kα

βuz ij z

+ δ x Uαkux i Kux uuxx
+ δ x Uαkux i Kux uuzx

k αu βuy ij y

Uβkux j + δ x Uαkux i Kux uyx

k αu βux ij x

k αu βuy ij y

Uβkux j + δ y Uαkuy i Kuy uyy

k αu βuz ij z

Uβkuz j = δ y Uαkuy i yPαkuy i

kα

βux ij x

Uβkux j + δ z Uαkuz i Kuz uyz

kα

βuz ij z

+ δ z Uαkuz i Kuz uuxz
+ δ z Uαkuz i Kuz uuzz

(58)

Uβkuz j = δ x Uαkux i xPαkux i

+ δ y Uαkuy i Kuy uxy
+ δ y Uαkuy i Kuy uzy

Uβkuy j +

Uβkuy j +
(59)

k αu βuy ij y

Uβkuy j +

(60)

Uβkuz j = δ z Uαkuz i zPαkuz i

The indices are expanded and the arrays are assembled in the thickness direction as explained in the conceptual sketch reported in Figure 6. For example, after the thickness assembling equation 58 reads as follows:
(
)
δ x UT K ux ux x U + K u x uy y U + K ux uz z U − x P = 0
(61)
where the vectors x U, y U, and z U contain the nodal displacements in the x, y, and z directions at element
level. x P is a vector whose components are the equivalent nodal forces in the x direction at element level.
The components of vector δ x U are the virtual variations of the nodal displacements in the x direction at
element level. The superscript T indicates the transpose operator. From the deﬁnition of virtual variations
it can be inferred that equation 61 is satisﬁed if the following relation holds:
K ux ux x U + K ux uy y U + K ux uz z U − x P = 0

(62)

which represents the ﬁrst set of governing equations. The procedure can be repeated for the other relations
(see equations 59 and 60). It is possible to demonstrate that the complete set of governing equations at ﬁnite
element level is
KU U · U = P
(63)
where U contains all the vectors of nodal displacements at element level and P contains all the vectors of
nodal forces at element level. The explicit expressions for the vectors of unknowns nodal displacements and
known nodal loads (see equation 63) are:




x
x
U
P




U =  yU 
P =  yP 
(64)
z
z
U
P
The symmetric ﬁnite element stiﬀness matrix KU U (see equation 63) is:


K ux ux K ux uy K ux uz




KU U =  KTux uy Kuy uy Kuy uz 


T
T
K ux uz K uy uz K uz uz
C.

(65)

Theory-Invariant Arrays: the Kernels of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation

To write the stiﬀness matrix KU U it is required to obtain the six ﬁnite element matrices Kux ux , Kux uy ,
Kux uz , Kuy uy , Kuy uz , and Kuz uz . This means that the actual GUF’s kernels required to generate the
kα

β

ij

k αu βu ij

kα

β

ij

k αu βu ij

k αu βu ij

stiﬀness matrix are the following: Kux uuxx ux , Kux uyy y , Kux uuzx uz , Kuy uyy y , Kuy uzy z , and
k α β ij
Kuz uuzz uz . The explicit expressions involve the thickness integrals of the functions used in the axiomatic
expansions. Figure 7 shows two examples of thickness integrals generated for diﬀerent values of αux and
βux . The explicit expressions for the six kernels are reported in Equations 66 and 67:
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Figure 7. Integrals along the thickness: deﬁnitions.

k α β ij
Kux uuxx ux

∫
=
∫

Ω

+
Ω

∫
+

Ω

k αu βu ij
Kux uyx y

∫
=
∫

Ω

+
Ω

∫
+

Ω

k α β ij
Kux uuzx uz

∫
=
Ω

∫
+
Ω

k α u βu
Z 11 uxx uxx xNi,x xNj,x dxdy
k α u βu
Z 16 uxx uxx xNi,y xNj,x dxdy
k αux

k α u βu

Z 16 uxx uxx xNi,x xNj,y dxdy

+
∫

Ω

k α u βu

Z 66 uxx uxx xNi,y xNj,y dxdy

+
Ω

βux,z x

Z 55 ux,zux

Ni xNj dxdy

k α u βu
Z 12 uxx uyy xNi,x yNj,y dxdy
k α u βu
Z 26 uxx uyy xNi,y yNj,y dxdy
k αux

∫

∫

k α u βu

+
∫

Ω

Z 16 uxx uyy xNi,x yNj,x dxdy
k αu βu

+
Ω

Z 66 uxx uyy xNi,y yNj,x dxdy

βuy,z x

Z 45 ux,zuy

Ni yNj dxdy

k αux βuz
Z 13 ux uz ,z xNi,x zNj dxdy

k αux βuz
Z 55 ux,zuz xNi zNj,x dxdy

∫
+
Ω

∫
+
Ω

k αux βuz,z x

Z 36 ux uz

Ni,y zNj dxdy

k αux

Ni zNj,y dxdy

βuz x

Z 45 ux,zuz
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(66)

k αu βuy ij

Kuy uyy

∫
Ω

∫
+

Ω

∫
+

Ω

k αu βuz ij

Kuy uzy

∫
=
Ω

∫
+
Ω

kα

Kuz uuzz

βuz ij

∫

k αu βu

=

∫
=
Ω

∫
+
Ω

∫
+
Ω

Z 22 uyy uyy yNi,y yNj,y dxdy +
k αu βu
Z 26 uyy uyy yNi,x yNj,y dxdy
k αuy

k α u βu

Ω

∫

k α u βu

Z 66 uyy uyy yNi,x yNj,x dxdy

+
Ω

βuy,z y

Ni yNj dxdy

Z 44 uy,zuy

∫

k αuy βuz,z y

Z 23 uy uz

k αuy βuz,z y

Ni,y zNj dxdy +
Ω

k αuy βuz
Z 45 uy,zuz yNi zNj,x dxdy

Z 36 uy uz

Ni,x zNj dxdy

k αuy

Ni zNj,y dxdy

∫
+
Ω

Ω

k αu βu

(67)

k α u βu

Z 45 uzz uzz zNi,x zNj,y dxdy

∫

Z 45 uzz uzz zNi,y zNj,x dxdy +

βuz y

Z 44 uy,zuz

∫

k αu βu

Z 55 uzz uzz zNi,x zNj,x dxdy +

k αuz

Z 26 uyy uyy yNi,y yNj,x dxdy

k αu βu

Ω

Z 44 uzz uzz zNi,y zNj,y dxdy

βuz,z z

Z 33 uz,zuz

Ni zNj dxdy

where the framed terms are the ones that need to be integrated in a reduced manner to remove the locking60, 61
mechanism. Other more eﬃcient numerical techniques could be implemented in commercial codes based on
GUF.
D.

Assembling of the Matrices in the Thickness Direction

The assembling in the thickness direction need to take into account how the single displacement variable
is axiomatically postulated. This is particularly crucial for the stiﬀness terms which couple diﬀerent disk αu βu ij
placement variables (e.g., Kux uyx y ). Figures 8-13 show some examples involving the assembling in the
thickness direction. The assembly in the plate’s plane is performed according to the standard practice typical
of FE codes and the details are omitted for brevity. After the assembling is completed the FE equations at
structural assembled level are the following:
KSU U · US = PS

(68)

where the superscript S is adopted to indicate that the stiﬀness matrix, nodal displacements and nodal forces
are evaluated at global structural level.
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Figure 8. Example of a ﬁnite element matrix at layer level. Case of matrix Kkux uy and Q4 ﬁnite element.

Figure 9. Example of a ﬁnite element matrix at layer and nodal levels. Case of matrix Kkux14uy , Q4 ﬁnite
element, and theory ELZ P V D232 .

k αu βuy ij

Figure 10. Example of calculation of the kernel Kux uyx
i = 1, and j = 4). Case of kernel Kukxt214
uy .

for particular values of the indices (αux = t, βuy = 2,
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Figure 11. Example of matrix at multilayer and element levels for a two-layered structure. Case of matrix
Kux uy , Q4 ﬁnite element, and theory ELZ P V D232 .

Figure 12. Example of matrix at multilayer and node levels for a two-layered structure. Case of matrix K14
ux uy ,
Q4 ﬁnite element, and theory ELZ P V D232 .
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Figure 13. Example of matrix at multilayer and node levels for a two-layered structure. Case of matrix
K14
uy uy , Q4 ﬁnite element, and theory ELZ P V D232 (note that the displacement uy presents a cubic Layer Wise
description).
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V.

Description of the Analyzed Test Cases

Figures 14, 15, 16 present the analyzed test cases. Test case 1 (see Figure 14) is a square thick simply
supported panel. This test case is used to assess the eﬀect of using an ESL or Zig-Zag-enhanced ESL or LW
description for one or more displacement variables (see Figures 17-36 for the results). Test case 2 (see Figure
15) is used to assess the accuracy of the present GUF FEM capability for a more general set of boundary
conditions (see Table 1). Finally, the test case 3 (see Figure 16 and Reference [59]) represents a known
numerically challenging case with a very high Face-to-Core Stiﬀness Ratio (FCSR). Test case 3 is adopted to
assess when the diﬀerent displacement variables need a Layer Wise description and the ESL approach (even
with the Zig-Zag enhancement) is no longer suﬃcient for an accurate analysis (see Figures 37 and 38).

Figure 14. Test case 1: thick sandwich structure. Geometry and material properties. The plate is simply
supported on all edges (SSSS).

Figure 15. Test case 2: moderately thick two-layered structure (see References [62] and [63])
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Figure 16. Test case 3: Thick sandwich structure with very high Face-to-core stiﬀness ratio (see Reference
[59]). The plate is simply supported on all edges (SSSS). No practical implication of the material properties
is assumed.

VI.
A.

Results

Test Case 1

A fourth-order AHSDT designated as EEE P VD444 (see also Figures 4 and 5) is the baseline theory. This
baseline theory is modiﬁed by enhancing for example one displacement variable with MZZF to take into
account the Zig-Zag eﬀects. This is the case of theories ZEE P VD444 , EZE P VD444 , and EEZ P VD444 . Figure
17 shows that the dimensionless in-plane displacements are marginally improved when the displacement in
the z direction is enhanced with MZZF. Similar eﬀect is also observed for the in-plane stresses (see Figure
22), transverse shear stresses (see Figure 27), and transverse displacement and normal stress (see Figure 32).
If only one in-plane displacement is enhanced with MZZF (theories ZEE P VD444 and EZE P VD444 ) the corresponding displacement is improved whereas this is not the case for the other displacement variables. For
example, from Figure 17 it is deduced that enhancing the displacement in the y direction with MZZF (theory
by but it does not beneﬁt the quality of the represenEZE P V D444 ) greatly improves the representation of u
tation for the dimensionless displacement u
bx . The transverse shear stresses are not greatly improved if just
the displacement in the y direction is enhanced with MZZF (see Figure 27). Similar observation could be
made for the in-plane stresses (Figure 22) and transverse normal stress (Figure 32). It is also possible to
observe that the transverse displacement is improved.
Enhancing just the displacement in the x direction (theory ZEE P VD444 ) has similar numerical performances
(see Figures 18, 23, 28, and 33).
Enhancing both the in-plane displacements with MZZF (theory ZZE P VD444 ) provides a great beneﬁt and the
results are in excellent agreement with the elasticity solution (see Figures 18, 23, 28, and 33). Enhancing all
displacement variables with MZZF (theory ZZZ P VD444 ) provides an even better approximation (see Figures
18, 23, 28, and 33).
A more reﬁned enhancement could be performed by using a Layer Wise description instead of MZZF. This
means, for example, to use theory LEE P VD444 instead of theory ZEE P VD444 , or theory LLE P VD444 instead
of theory ZZE P V D444 . From Figures 17-36 it is deduced that enhancing only one variable does not produce
a signiﬁcant improvement even if a Layer Wise description is adopted instead of just MZZF. As for the case
of Zig Zag enhancement via MZZF, if both the in-plane displacements present a Layer Wise description the
results are greatly improved compared to the baseline theory.
Diﬀerent combinations of orders of expansion and type of discretization (Layer Wise, ESL with and without
Zig-Zag enhancement, see for example theory ZLE P VD432 ) are also investigated. Figures 20, 21, 25, 26, 30,
31, 35, and 36 show these cases. It is deduced that the discretization of the in-plane displacement variables
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is crucial for better performance. The transverse displacement is better approximated when a Zig-Zag or
Layer Wise type of expansion is adopted for it (provided that the in-plane variables are well described). This
is for example deduced by direct inspection of Figure 34.
All the results relative to Test Case 1 were obtained by using an analytical approach (Navier Type solution).

Figure 17. Test case 1: dimensionless displacements u
bx = ux

[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )3
h

and u
by = uy

[E22 ]Layer 2
.
zP t h( a )3
h

Figure 18. Test case 1: dimensionless displacements u
bx = ux

[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )3
h

and u
by = uy

[E22 ]Layer 2
.
zP t h( a )3
h
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Figure 19. Test case 1: dimensionless displacements u
bx = ux

[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )3
h

and u
by = uy

[E22 ]Layer 2
.
zP t h( a )3
h

Figure 20. Test case 1: dimensionless displacements u
bx = ux

[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )3
h

and u
by = uy

[E22 ]Layer 2
.
zP t h( a )3
h
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Figure 21. Test case 1: dimensionless displacements u
bx = ux

Figure 22. Test case 1: dimensionless in-plane stresses σ
bxx =

σxx
zP t

[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )3
h

a 2
(h
)

and u
by = uy

and σ
byy =

Hooke’s Law has been used to calculate these stresses.
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σyy
zP t

a 2
(h
)

[E22 ]Layer 2
.
zP t h( a )3
h

. Classical Form of

Figure 23.

Test case 1: dimensionless in-plane stress σ
bxx =

σxx
zP t

( ha )2

and σ
byy =

σyy
zP t

a 2
(h
)

. Classical Form of

Hooke’s Law has been used to calculate these stresses.

Figure 24.

Test case 1: dimensionless in-plane stress σ
bxx =

σxx
zP t

( ha )2

and σ
byy =

σyy
zP t

a 2
(h
)

. Classical Form of

Hooke’s Law has been used to calculate these stresses.

B.

Test Case 2

Test Case 2 is used to validate the FEM implementation of GUF. Table 1 presents the comparison with
some available results obtained from the literature. In particular, several diﬀerent theories with ESL and
LW axiomatic descriptions for the diﬀerent variables are compared with the analytical solution63 and other
numerical evaluations.62 In particular these evaluations are obtained with the Higher Order Shear and
Normal Deformable Plate Theory (HONSDPT) which accounts for both the transverse normal and the
transverse shear deformations and uses Legendre polynomials as basis functions. The in-plane discretization
used to obtain the results of Reference [62] was a mesheless approach.
C.

Test Case 3

Test Case 3 is very challenging because the skins are extremely stiﬀer than the core. Figures 37 and 38
compare a large amount of theories with some variables described in ESL sense and others described in LW
sense. A parabolic LW theory LLL P VD222 presents excellent correlation with the elasticity solution. However,
all the Equivalent Single Layer models present serious diﬃculties to converge to the exact solution. For
example, even a tenth order fully Zig-Zag theory ( ZZZ P VD10 10 10 ) presents a non-negligible error compared
to the elasticity solution (see Figure 38). All the investigations of Test Case 3 were performed by using the
Navier type solution.
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Figure 25.

Test case 1: dimensionless in-plane stress σ
bxx =

σxx
zP t

( ha )2

and σ
byy =

σyy
zP t

a 2
(h
)

. Classical Form of

Hooke’s Law has been used to calculate these stresses.

Figure 26.

Test case 1: dimensionless in-plane stress σ
bxx =

σxx
zP t

( ha )2

and σ
byy =

σyy
zP t

a 2
)
(h

. Classical Form of

Hooke’s Law has been used to calculate these stresses.

Figure 27. Test case 1: dimensionless transverse shear stresses σ
bzx =

σzx
zP t a
h

( )

and σ
bzy =

of the equilibrium equations has been used to calculate these stresses.
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σzy
zP t a
h

( )

. The integration

Figure 28. Test case 1: dimensionless transverse shear stresses σ
bzx =

σzx
zP t a
h

( )

and σ
bzy =

σzy
zP t a
h

. The integration

and σ
bzy =

σzy
zP t a
h

. The integration

and σ
bzy =

σzy
zP t a
h

. The integration

( )

of the equilibrium equations has been used to calculate these stresses.

Figure 29. Test case 1: dimensionless transverse shear stresses σ
bzx =

σzx
zP t a
h

( )

( )

of the equilibrium equations has been used to calculate these stresses.

Figure 30. Test case 1: dimensionless transverse shear stresses σ
bzx =

σzx
zP t a
h

( )

of the equilibrium equations has been used to calculate these stresses.
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( )

Figure 31. Test case 1: dimensionless transverse shear stresses σ
bzx =

σzx
zP t a
h

( )

and σ
bzy =

σzy
zP t a
h

( )

. The integration

of the equilibrium equations has been used to calculate these stresses.

Figure 32. Test case 1: dimensionless displacement u
bz = uz

100[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )4
h

and transverse normal stress σ
bzz =

σzz
zP t .

Figure 33. Test case 1: dimensionless displacement u
bz = uz

100[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )4
h

and transverse normal stress σ
bzz =

σzz
zP t .
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Figure 34. Test case 1: dimensionless displacement u
bz = uz

100[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )4
h

and transverse normal stress σ
bzz =

σzz
zP t .

Figure 35. Test case 1: dimensionless displacement u
bz = uz

100[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )4
h

and transverse normal stress σ
bzz =

σzz
zP t .

Figure 36. Test case 1: dimensionless displacement u
bz = uz

100[E22 ]Layer 2
zP t h( a )4
h

and transverse normal stress σ
bzz =

σzz
zP t .
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a/h
Analytical [63]
HSDT [64]
F SDT [64]
M Q − M LP G1(K = 1) [62]
M Q − M LP G1(K = 3) [62]
M Q − M LP G1(K = 5) [62]
T P S − M LP G1(K = 1) [62]
T P S − M LP G1(K = 3) [62]
T P S − M LP G1(K = 5) [62]

u
bz ( a2 , 2b , 0)

σ
bxx ( a2 , 2b , − h2 )

σ
byy ( a2 , 2b , + h2 )

σ
bzy ( a2 , 0, 0)

0.649
0.617
0.656
0.610
0.635
0.643
0.608
0.632
0.640

-0.4653
-0.4952
-0.4450
-0.4430
-0.4580
-0.4620
-0.4400
-0.4560
-0.4600

0.3888
0.3803
0.3799
0.3650
0.3820
0.3850
0.3640
0.3800
0.3840

0.0713
-

0.3847
0.3846
0.3844
0.3845
0.3849
0.3849
0.3906
0.3847
0.3845
0.3844
0.3907
0.3906
0.3905

0.0683
0.0684
0.0684
0.0682
0.0684
0.0683
0.0694
0.0682
0.0683
0.0683
0.0695
0.0696
0.0696

Present FEM Evaluations
EEE P V

D333
P
V
D
EEZ
333
EEL P V D333
EZE P V D333
ELE P V D333
ZEE P V D333
LEE P V D333
ZZE P V D333
ZZZ P V D333
ZZL P V D333
LLE P V D333
LLZ P V D333
LLL P V D333

0.637
0.637
0.637
0.637
0.638
0.637
0.647
0.637
0.637
0.637
0.648
0.648
0.648

-0.4657
-0.4655
-0.4653
-0.4659
-0.4666
-0.4655
-0.4712
-0.4658
-0.4656
-0.4654
-0.4721
-0.4720
-0.4718

Table 1. Test case 2 (see Reference [62]). Finite element evaluations and comparison with the literature. In
the present evaluations a 6 × 6 mesh was used to simulate a quarter of the plate (the symmetry conditions were
imposed). σ
bzy is calculated by using the integration of the equilibrium equations.
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Figure 37. Test case 3: dimensionless displacement u
bx = ux

Ecore
zP t h a 3
h

Figure 38. Test case 3: dimensionless displacement u
bx = ux

Ecore
zP t h a 3
h
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( )

( )

VII.

Conclusions

This work presented a ﬁnite element implementation of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation for the
ﬁrst time. Moreover, GUF was further generalized: it is now possible to use any type of discretization
(Equivalent Single Layer or Layer Wise) for all the displacement variables. Partially Layer Wise Advanced
Zig-Zag and Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAZZHSDTs) were discussed and compared with
Partially Layer-Wise Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PLAHSDTs), Partially Zig-Zag
Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (PZZAHSDTs), Advanced Zig-Zag Theories (AZZTs),
and Advanced Higher Order Shear Deformation Theories (AHSDTs). Diﬀerent orders of expansions where
also explored within the GUF multi-theory architecture framework. With GUF the selection of the orders
of expansion can be exactly performed without the adoption of the penalty method which could provide numerical ill conditioning of the stiﬀness matrices. This very large amount of new theories was obtained from
just six theory-invariant 1 × 1 arrays (the kernels) by expansion of 4 indices. The expansion with respect
to the ﬁrst two indices is used to generate the matrix at layer and nodal levels. A subsequent expansion
with respect to the second pair of indices is used to generate the stiﬀness matrix at element and layer levels.
Then, a special assembling procedure in the thickness direction takes care of the actual type of axiomatic
description for the diﬀerent variables and the compatibility of the displacements is enforced at that stage.
This work focused the attention on displacement-based formulations (i.e., the primary unknowns are the
displacements and the variational statement is the Principle of Virtual Displacements) but it can be easily
extended to other variational statements which could have some stresses as primary unknowns. In that case
diﬀeren 1 × 1 kernels need to be deﬁned but the procedure is very similar.
With this new extension the range of types of theories that can be generated with the GUF multi-theory
architecture is very large and can cover the classical models, the advanced formulations and all the intermediate approaches. This makes the GUF architecture particularly indicated in probabilistic and optimization
problems.
Based on the investigations presented in this work, the following facts could be observed:
• If the in-plane displacement models are enhanced with the adoption of Murakami’s Zig-Zag Function
(MZZF) the overall response is greatly improved and the axiomatic model is quite competitive as far
as the computational cost and accuracy of the results are concerned.
• If only one in-plane displacement model is enhanced with the adoption MZZF the results are slightly
improved.
• If only the transverse displacement is enhanced with the adoption MZZF the results are only marginally
improved.
• If a Layer Wise description is used for a single variable only, the numerical performance is not improved
signiﬁcantly.
• If a Layer Wise description is used for both the in-plane displacements the results are in excellent correlation with the elasticity solution and are better than the ones obtained with a Zig-Zag enhancement
of the same variables. However, the computational cost is higher.
• For very challenging cases in which the three dimensional eﬀects are signiﬁcant a Layer-Wise approach
is practically mandatory for a best use of the computational resources. It was demonstrated that even
very high order Zig-Zag theories cannot provide suﬃcient accuracy (Test Case 3). GUF can generate
theories with a desired level of accuracy and it is a matter only of a convergence test to ﬁnd the best
axiomatic model which is more suitable for the problem under investigation.
Future extensions of this work will include mixed formulations and other advanced displacement-based
formulations such as the ones presented in Reference [65].
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